
Please read the terms and conditions in detail, below are the 
two types of A/B terms of use and their rules.

Any of the following is considered a customer: a legal entity, 
an organizational structure that uses and/or benefits from our 
services. By reading the rules, you agree to the terms and 
conditions of use. Also, you confirm that you are familiar 
with and agree to the changes and additions that may be made 
from time to time to the mentioned terms and conditions.

1. 

A) On a shared type account

On a shared type of account, where you will play from your account or from a given one. 
You buy the game as a service and not the account from which this particular game was 
purchased, therefore our store monitors/controls these accounts and takes care of their 
security, which is why Shared type accounts are owned only by us. The user cannot make 
any changes to the shared type account, be it: changing the EMAIL or password or 
anything else that directly affects its security. The user is obliged to use only the given 
instructions that will be issued by us, otherwise we will remove the responsibility for the 
operation of the game / service.

B) On full access account

In the case of a full ownership type account, you purchase the account with which this 
particular game was purchased, therefore, after receiving the account, you become the sole 
owner of this account, and the responsibility for its security is transferred to you. And with 
this action confirm the fact that only you have access to it from this moment.

2. 

A) On a shared type account
The price of the product is considered for one console only, 
and it is not allowed to share it with another console.

Our SONY products are purchased by us on the official SONY web 
store,games have no expiration date and there is no risk of 
being blocked banned or (lock sing) issues. We will be 
responsible for the product until our online store and other 
social networks are functional.

B) On full access account
You are free to choose who you share your account with, technically this is possible on 
four consoles including your own, and also depending on which consoles the game was 
released on, PS4 or PS5 or both consoles together.
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3.On a shared type account

If you need to move the account from one console to another, 
you must contact us, where there will be a video 
confirmation of the deletion of this account from the first 
console, and only then we will allow you to move this 
account to another console.

4. If you are buying a shared type
The account, the network mode of the game can be disabled temporarily, due to reasons 
independent of us, such as, for example, the failure of the PlayStation Network servers, 
and if SONY requires the data to be re-entered into the account, it is necessary to 
contact us.

9. 

A) Primary

Primary account means that your gonna be playing 
purchased games, from your main profile all the 
progression and saves of the game, will be connected to 
your main username, switching to other user to start the 
game is not gonna be needed.

B) Secondary

Secondary account means that your gonna be playing purchased games , from given 
account by me that means all the saves and progression of the game will be connected to 
that particular username, also will need to switch to this given user to play your purchased 
game.

10. Playstation plus

Playstation plus accounts are sold only under full ownership, you can use the 
benefits of Playstation plus from your own account as well as from this one, it is 
possible to share on four consoles including your console, two PS5 and two PS4

11. In case of shared type account
The game/product cannot be sold to someone else, the account is owned by us, the customer 

can return the game to us and receive a voucher from our store worth a third of the current 
price of the product (this only applies to ps4, games purchased on ps5 are not returnable). (If 
the product is no longer on the site, the voucher is issued based on the price it was last sold on 
the site, this information is only available to us) the rule does not apply to sports games and ps 
plus), ps plus is not returned, we reserve the right to sprot games at a specific moment Decide 
how much of the voucher to redeem or not redeem at all.

The user must comply with the above rules, otherwise we will not 
be responsible for the operation of the game/service.




